Energy efficiency.
Electrical installation in
energy-saving buildings.

For energy-efficient buildings.
Intelligent installation systems.
In addition to the requirements of the user regarding architecture and
function, building technology which conforms to future needs must now
primarily comply with very specific planning regulations. Important regulations define the energy standard of buildings. This requires primary energy
consumption to be reduced through higher efficiency.
With the right planning, intelligent technology and suitable materials, the
potential for previously unused energy-saving methods can now be utilised
– completely in line with the EU directive on building efficiency and the
national principles. Ultimately, living comfort, quality of work and potential
savings are all positive side effects of planning regulations.
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Innovative KAISER products help you to satisfy the increasing requirements of the EU directives as well as national regulations such as the Energy-Saving Ordinance (EnEV). In this way, you can easily and reliably achieve
the required air-tight building shell – for example, with ECON technology
which is used in a new generation of air-tight cavity wall boxes and flushmounting one-gang boxes.
We also offer products suitable for electrical installations in insulated exterior facades without heat bridges – such as the universal equipment c arrier,
and also for retrofitting.

Energy-efficient installation in buildings | Principles

Installation in insulated
external facades

Air-tight installation
in buildings

Principles. Laws and technology.		

04

Installation without heat bridges. Secure accessory fitting in or on the external wall insulation.
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Requirement

Product solution

Secure fit without heat bridge.

Universal equipment carrier.
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Stability on the wall.

Telescope equipment carrier.
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Flush fit without heat bridge.

Mini equipment carrier.

Stable base with thermal separation.

Universal equipment carrier with combination insert. 14

Securely anchored at a later date. No heat bridge.

One-gang junction box ECON® Styro55.

16

Secure fit for sockets.

Telescope switch box.
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Stable fit for sockets in all insulation thicknesses..

ISO box set. ISO extension ring.
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Electrical installation in cavity walls with moisture barrier foil.

Air-tight installation.
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Air-tight installation in cavity walls and masonry.

ECON technology.

Air-tight flush-mounting box with ECON technology.

ECON® 10 / ECON® 15
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Modern building installation.

Electronics box ECON .
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Versatile installation compartment.

Two-gang junction box ECON®.
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Air-tight cavity wall box with ECON technology.

ECON® 63 / ECON® 64
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Later sealing in masonry and cavity walls.

Sealing insert.
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®

Air-tight installation in the insulation level.

EnoX installation housing.
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Air-tight installation compartment for halogen luminaires.

ThermoX® installation housing.
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Air-tight feed-through through the moisture barrier foil.

Air-tight sleeves.
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Air-tight conduit and cable entry.

Multiple air-tight sleeves ECON®.
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Air-tight cavity wall jnstallation.

The KAISER installation system.
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For professional installation.

KAISER system tools.
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Energy-efficient electrical installation. KAISER SYSTEM. At a glance.
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KAISER PROGRAMME. Solutions and systems for professional electrical installation.

48

Symbol denotes products which have been developed especially
for retrofitting in external insulation.
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Principles.
Laws and technology.
As energy prices increase, energy efficiency is becoming more and more
important when the value of a building is assessed. The same principle
applies to new buildings and for renovation and refurbishment work. For
example, according to the new laws, the building shell must now achieve
15% greater efficiency, and walkable storey floors must be insulated and
air-tight (including subsequently).
The air tightness of buildings is defined in the EnEV (German EnergySaving Ordinance) and also in DIN 4108-7.
At a European level, the "Directive on the overall energy efficiency of
buildings" formulates requirements that were implemented in German
law with the amendment of the Energy-Saving Act 2005 and updating of
the EnEV (Energy-Saving Ordinance) 2006. The basis of the new EnergySaving Ordinance is the Energy-Saving Act (EnEG) which came into force
on October 1, 2007. In accordance with the EnEV 2009, the requirements
were again increased, and will increase even more as of 2012 and 2015.
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In Austria, the EU directive has been national law since August 2007.
In Switzerland, the "Efficiency Action Plan" enacted in 2007 regulates
measures and provisions which are very similar to those stipulated by the
EU directive.
The energy performance certificate as a key component of the new
EnEV (Energy-Saving Ordinance) has been a prerequisite for all buildings
for selling, renting or leasing since 2009. It creates more transparency for
both buyers and tenants regarding the energy efficiency of a property.
In Germany, the energy performance certificate has been compulsory for
residential buildings since January 2009, and for non-residential buildings
since July 2009. In Austria, this has applied to new builds since January 1,
2008, and to existing buildings since 2009. Switzerland introduced the
canton's energy performance certificate, based on the EU directives, in
October 2009.

The Energy-Saving Ordinance (EnEV) came into force in Germany in 2002, replacing the Heat Insulation Regulations
and the Heating System Regulations which previously applied. The EnEV (Energy-Saving Ordinance) defines minimum
standards for new and existing buildings with regard to the insulation standard and the quality of installation technology.

Energy-efficient installation in buildings | Principles

-3
5%

The energy efficiency of a building is determined by the optimal use of
existing energy sources and the minimisation of energy losses. In addition
to heating and ventilation technology, the consistently well-insulated
building shell is the most important factor for protection against heat
losses.

The low-energy standard can reduce heat-energy consumption to
approximately 40% in comparison with normal consumption, and in passive houses even to approximately 8%. In order to achieve good saving
effects by renovating existing buildings, the main requirement is optimisation of the heat insulation.

15

The air-tight building shell and heat bridge-free external insulation
are among the most important aspects for meeting the requirements of
EnEV 2009 in respect of new build and renovation/refurbishment.

The thermal shell surface of buildings is mainly formed by the exterior
walls, through which 25 to 50% of the heat transmission losses occur. Heat
loss through roof surfaces is next, at 15 to 35%. Heat bridges such as contact areas and leaks through the building shell also cause losses. This means
that in order to achieve the best possible EnEV (Energy-Saving Ordinance)
results, the building shell must be kept air-tight and the external insulation
must be free from heat bridges – especially for electrical installations.

25 - 50%

Average heat energy consumption in houses with a living surface area of 100 m²
House type

"Normal house"
(housing)

Fuel oil consumption approx. 2200 l/year
Use of energy
187 kW h/m2 a

Low-energy
house

Passive house

Zero-heating
energy house

Energy-autonomous
house (special case)

approx. 850 l/year
73 kW h/m2 a

approx. 180 l/year
15 kW h/m2 a

approx. 0 l/year
8.3 kW h/m2 a

approx. 0 l/year
0 kW h/m2 a

All figures are average values from different sources.

More information on "Electrical installation in energy-saving buildings"
can be found on the Internet or obtained directly from KAISER (see also back page).
Technical advice, tel.: +49 (0)2355.809.61
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Installation without heat bridges.
Secure accessory fitting in or
on the external wall insulation.
The quality of external wall insulation depends mainly on the continuity, which means preventing heat bridges. Additions such as balconies or
external installations, for example sockets, switches, luminaires, motion
detectors, intercoms or letter boxes, all represent risks. In addition to considerable heat losses, heat bridges cause damage to buildings, or even
harmful mould.

Heat bridge-free installation on the insulated facade should provide
a stable fit, but it must not damage the insulation layer. KAISER offers a
comprehensive range of products for the secure fitting of electrical
devices, components and other building elements, and at the same time
conserving energy in the best possible way.
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Heat bridges are weak spots in the building shell. Heat loss here is much higher than in the
surrounding element. The thicker the heat insulation in the elements is, the more important the
heat bridges are.

Energy-efficient installation in buildings | Principles

Thermographic images can very quickly show heat bridges on
existing facades. A colour chart represents the surface temperature. The yellow and red areas indicate those places
which are warm i.e. where there is considerable heat loss. The
thermographic image above shows good insulation with
external installation without heat bridges. For internal images,
the cold areas - i.e. the blue and dark colours - show the weak
spots in the building's insulation.

°C
14

12

10

8

Construction of an organic composite thermal insulation system

Composite thermal insulation systems (WDVS) are multi-layer facade
constructions which are mainly used today for insulating buildings. KAISER
products have been developed especially for composite thermal insulation
and other standard systems. Our products fit perfectly and permanently in
these facades without any noticeable negative effect on the insulating
properties.

1

2

3

4 5 6

7

1 Masonry | 2 Bonding | 3 Insulating board | 4 Reinforcement plaster
5 Reinforcement fabric | 6 Reinforcement plaster | 7 External plaster

KAISER is an active member of the Federal Ministry of Economics and Technology's export
initiative, so presents itself as a manufacturer of energy-efficient products designed to
increase energy efficiency on international markets.
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Secure fit without a heat bridge.
Universal equipment carrier.
The insulation-safe mounting carrier allows the fitting of a very wide
range of electrical components such as intercoms, external lamps and
motion detectors on the insulated external facade. During mounting it is
completely filled with rock wool, so almost no heat loss can be measured in
comparison with the uninterrupted insulation.
• Fast, secure installation of accessories
• Easy to screw on - no need for dowels
• Prevents heat bridges
• Easy installation - snap-in connection

°C

Heat bridge calculation.
When fitted correctly, almost no heat losses can be measured.
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PASSIV HAUS INSTITUT Dr. W. Feist

Installation in external facades | Universal equipment carrier

Universal equipment carrier | Art. No. 1159-24

1
2
3

The universal equipment carrier adapts itself to the relevant insulation
thickness in 10 mm steps by means of a variable extension element, so it
can be used up to an insulation thickness of 360 mm.
Installation of the accessories does not require a direct connection to the
masonry, so there is no transfer of heat or cold.

1 Housing base | 2 Extension element | 3 Mounting plate with closing clip
1 External insulation / Insulation thickness (mm)
2 Permitted load (kg)

1

2

max.160 mm

60

160

260
max. 360

The universal equipment carrier with combination insert for sockets and
switches is shown on pages 14/15.

10
9
8
7
6
2 5
4
(kg) 3
2
1
0

60

160

260

360

1 (mm)
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Stability on the wall.
Telescope equipment carrier.
The robust equipment carrier provides a secure fit for electrical elements
on the insulated external facade. Motion detectors, luminaires and many
more devices can be fitted in a secure and stable way. Optimised for today's
insulation thicknesses, the new equipment carrier makes possible flexible
use in external facades with insulation thicknesses from 80 to 200 mm.
• Equipment carrier for accessories with a total weight of 5 kg
• Conduit entries on the carrier with internal cable routing
•Easy cutting-off to insulation thickness by means of integrated
dimension indication
• Front fixing and depth stop prevent incorrect installation
• Fitting of the mounting plate from the front
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PASSIV
HAUS
INSTITUT
Dr. Wolfgang Feist

Wärmebrückenberechnung zur Ermittlung der
punktförmigen Wärmebrückenverlustkoeffizienten
einer Teleskop-Gerätedose und eines TeleskopGeräteträgers im Wärmedämmverbundsystem

Telescope equipment carrier
Kurzgutachten
A heat bridge calculation by the Passivhaus Institut Dr. Feist, Darmstadt, shows that there is only a minimal change
to the
heat conducim Auftrag
der Firma
tivity and that it can be demonstrated thatKaiser
no GmbH
heat &bridges
result.
Co. KG
When the space between the basic carrier and the mounting
Ramsloh 4 plate / onegang box is filled with insulating material, the D-58579
"x WB"Schalksmühle
loss coefficient on
the telescope equipment carrier is 0.0085 W/K, and 0.0077 W/K on the
telescope switch box.
August 2011

PASSIVHAUS INSTITUT
Rheinstraße 44/46
D-64283 Darmstadt
Tel: 06151 8 26 299 0
Fax: 06151 8 26 99 11
mail@passiv.de
www.passiv.de

Dr.-Ing. Benjamin Krick

Installation in external facades | Equipment carrier

Telescope equipment carrier | Art. No. 1159-60

1

2

3
Side fixings make possible the secure
positioning of multiple equipment
carriers next to each other …

… and stable attachment for accessories when the attachment points
are not close together.

1 Conduit holder | 2 Dimension indication | 3 Universal screw-on surface

max. 200 mm

max. 50N
(5kg)

max. 160 mm

The telescope switch box for sockets and switches
is shown on pages 18/19.
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Flush fit without heat bridge.
Mini equipment carrier.
retrofitting

The mini equipment carrier permits the secure, wall-flush mounting of
accessories such as luminaires, cameras, motion detectors, letter boxes
and many other systems which need to be fitted to installed composite
thermal insulation systems.
•
•
•
•
•

For retrofitting in insulated external facades
4 swivels for secure anchoring
Exact flush aligning of accessories
Guarantees installation without heat bridges
No moisture penetration

External insulation - insulation thickness

Max. pull-out forces on
the mini equipment carrier.
F = 30 N (3 kg)
60 mm
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Installation in external facades | Telescope and ISO products

Mini equipment carrier | Art. No. 1159-50

°C

20
15
10
5
0
-5

The mini equipment carrier consists of two parts and can easily and
quickly be anchored firmly in the composite thermal insulation system.

1

2
3

The KAISER hardened metal cutter (Ø 20 mm) opens the composite
thermal insulation system exactly as required. Knock in the anchor sleeve
and then press in the attachment core. The swivels anchor themselves in
the insulating material and ensure a secure fit for the mini equipment carrier.

4

1 Swivels | 2 Anchor sleeve | 3 Attachment core
4 Screw-on surface

More information on "Electrical installation in energy-saving buildings"
can be found on the Internet or obtained directly from KAISER (see also back page).
Technical advice, tel.: +49 (0)2355.809.61
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Stable base with thermal separation.
Universal equipment carrier
with combination insert.
The insulated equipment carrier allows you to fit installation accessories such as intercoms, switches, sockets and many more to all insulated
external facades. During installation, it is filled completely with rock wool,
so almost no heat loss can be measured when compared with uninterrupted insulation. The equipment carrier can be used for single accessories and
for 2 or 3 unit combinations, and also vertically or horizontally..
•
•
•
•

Guarantees installation without heat bridges
For entryphones and variable combinations of 1 to 3 units
For future expansion without damaging the external facade
For insulation thicknesses up to 360 mm
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Installation in external facades | Universal equipment carrier

Universal equipment carrier with combination insert | Art. No. 1159-26

1
2
3

The universal equipment carrier with combination insert adapts to
the relevant insulation thickness in 10 mm steps by means of a variable
extension element. It can be used even with extremely thick external insulation of up to 360 mm.

Heat bridge calculation.
When correctly installed, hardly any heat losses can be measured.
1 External insulation / Insulation thickness (mm)

°C

-5
-5,5
-6
-6,5
-7
-7,5
-8,5
-8
-9
-9,5
-10

4

1 Housing base | 2 Extension element
3 Combination insert with closing clip | 4 Bridge | 5 Cover

1

1

20° C

5

-10° C
60
PASSIV HAUS INSTITUT Dr. W. Feist

The universal equipment carrier for fitting accessories to external facades is
shown on pages 8/9.

160
160

260
max. 360
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Securely anchored at a later date.
Without a heat bridge.
ECON® Styro55.
The one-gang junction box makes possible the later installation of
accessories such as sockets and switches in organic composite thermal
insulation systems. Quickly, securely, and without heat bridges.
The box can be fitted and fixed quickly and easily.

retrofitting

°C

20
15
10

•
•
•
•
•

For later installation in insulated external facades
The KAISER cutter system prevents damage to the wires
Guaranteed installation without heat bridges
4 swivels for safe, secure anchoring
No penetration by moisture
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5
0
-5

Installation in external facades | Insulation material box

The one-gang junction box ECON® Styro55 for toolless and air-tight
entry (ECON technology) prevents draughts of cold air from reaching the
masonry when cables are fed in directly. Simply press the box in and fix it
in position with the KAISER setting tool. The swivels cut firmly into the
insulation material and secure the box in position.

One-gang junction box ECON® Styro55 | Art. No. 1555-51

4

2
1
By using the KAISER hardened metal cutter 180 (Ø 68 mm) and the
centering aid, the composite thermal insulation system is opened precisely
and only as deeply as necessary. There is no damage to the existing cable.

3

1 Rear sealing lip | 2 Swivels | 3 Ribs
4 Front sealing lip

More information on "Electrical installation in energy-saving buildings"
can be found on the Internet or obtained directly from KAISER (see also back page).
Technical advice, tel.: +49 (0)2355.809.61
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Secure fit for sockets.
Telescope one-gang box.
The stable one-gang box makes possible the installation of accessories
such as switches, sockets and many more to the insulated external facade.
The insulation can be EPS, rock wool or even a composite thermal insulation system. Before fitting the external insulation, fix the one-gang box to
the house wall in accordance with the insulation thickness.
The front fixing and the depth stop always ensure precise setting and prevent incorrect installation.
•
•
•
•

For insulation thicknesses from 80 to 200 mm
Can be combined at the standardised 71 mm combination distance
Conduit entries on the carrier with internal cable routing
Easy cutting-off to insulation thickness by means of the integrated
dimension indication
• Front fixing and depth stop prevent incorrect installation
• Attaching of the one-gang box from the front
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Installation in external facades | Telescope and ISO products

Telescope one-gang box | Art. No. 1159-61
Combination one-gang box | Art. No. 1159-62

1
2

The telescope one-gang boxes create more installation opportunities and
are easy to use for multiple combinations.
The dimension indication on the carrier arm allows them to be adapted to
insulation thicknesses from 80 to 200 mm.
The basic carrier has two conduit entries which permit secure conduit connection. The integrated cable routing in the carrier arm ensures fast, easy
cable pull-in.

3

4
1 Supporting plate with conduit holder | 2 Dimension indication
3 One-gang box | 4 Combination one-gang box
PASSIV
HAUS
INSTITUT
Dr. Wolfgang Feist

Wärmebrückenberechnung zur Ermittlung der
punktförmigen Wärmebrückenverlustkoeffizienten
einer Teleskop-Gerätedose und eines TeleskopGeräteträgers im Wärmedämmverbundsystem

Telescope one-gang box

Kurzgutachten
A heat bridge calculation by the Passivhaus Institut Dr. Feist, Darmstadt,
shows that there is only a minimal change to the heat conductivity and that
im Auftrag der Firma
it can be shown that no heat bridges result.
Kaiser GmbH & Co. KG
When the space between the basic carrier and the mounting plate / oneRamsloh 4
gang box is filled with insulating material, the "xD-58579
WB" Schalksmühle
loss coefficient on
the telescope equipment carrier is 0.0085 W/K, and 0.0077 W/K on the
telescope switch box.
August 2011
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The telescope equipment carrier for attaching accessories to
insulated external facades is shown on pages 10/11.
PASSIVHAUS INSTITUT
Rheinstraße 44/46
D-64283 Darmstadt

Stable fit for sockets.
ISO box set.
The variable box set provides a secure fit for attaching one-gang boxes
for switches or sockets in insulated facades. When installing, simply fit the
rear part on the masonry and push the box on.
•
•
•
•

Stable attachment in insulated facades
Extendable for greater insulation depths
Can be combined using snap-in connector (torsion-proof)
Standardised 71 mm combination distance

ISO box set | Art. No. 1155-03

1

2
1 Rear part | 2 Snap-in connector
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Installation in external facades | Telescope and ISO products

For all insulation thicknesses.
ISO extension ring.
The stable extension ring always ensures the correct length or depth of
the one-gang boxes. It can easily be connected to the existing box, and
extended to the insulation thickness by means of additional extension
rings.
•
•
•
•

ISO extension ring | Art. No. 1155-02

Box extension during subsequent insulating
Push onto existing boxes
Extendable for thick insulation
Can be combined with snap-in connector (torsion-proof)

1

2

1 Nail strap | 2 Snap-in connector

More information on "Electrical installation in energy-saving buildings"
can be found on the Internet or obtained directly from KAISER (see also back page).
Technical advice, tel.: +49 (0)2355.809.61
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Electrical installation in cavity walls
with air-tight moisture barrier foil.
Air-tight installation.
In lightweight or cavity wall construction, a moisture-resistant foil is
fitted on the warm side of the insulation. To ensure that it achieves the
required insulation effect, this moisture barrier foil must not allow any
leaks, which for example can take place with electrical installations. It is
important to use air-tight cavity wall boxes so that the foil is not damaged.

The heat-insulating, air-tight building shell according to DIN 4108 is a
central element for meeting the requirements of the current regulations.
The current Energy-Saving Ordinance and the Energy Performance Certificate apply for sellers, landlords and lessors of buildings. These documents
are even more important for passive houses, because any interruption to
the heat insulation has a major influence on the energy balance.
In addition to the energy-related effect, the air-tight building shell has an
important protective function in respect of the basic structure of a building. This is because if warm air comes into contact with cooler surfaces
during construction, the resulting condensation causes damage due to
damp, or even mould.
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Energy-efficient installation in buildings | Principles

The air tightness of buildings can be measured and checked using the
differential pressure process, the so-called "blower door" method acc. to
DIN EN 13829. A blower door with an integrated fan creates an over-pressure or under-pressure of 50 Pascal. The more leaks the building shell has,
the more power the fan has to use. If a constructional defect is discovered,
liability periods of up to 30 years apply to those responsible.
Visually, the measurements can be impressively documented by means of
thermographic images, as leaks can be seen immediately. The presence of
uncontrolled draughts from sockets can be demonstrated with a thermoanemometer.

More information on "Electrical installation in energy-saving buildings"
can be found on the Internet or obtained directly from KAISER (see also back page).
Technical advice, tel.: +49 (0)2355.809.61
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Air-tight installation in cavity wall
and masonry constructions.
ECON technology.
Air-tight installation in cavity walls and flush-mounting constructions is
guaranteed by KAISER's ECON technology products.
The elasticity of the sealing membrane ensures that when it is penetrated, it fits tightly around the cable or the conduit. Uncontrolled air flows
are excluded, and heat losses and constructional damage caused by condensation are avoided.
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Toolless cable and conduit entry considerably simplifies and reduces the
amount of work involved in installation, and is an important advantage of
ECON technology.
Integrated cable retention in the new clamp technology easily satisfies
the requirements of DIN VDE 0606 / EN 60670 for cavity wall boxes and
ensures certified security and safety.

ECON technology | Cavity wall and flush-mounting

Products with ECON technology are airtight and ensure that undesirable ventilation heat losses do not take place. This is how ECON® plays an
important part in satisfying the requirements of the EU directive on energy
efficiency and the relevant national requirements, for example the German
EnEV.

More information on "Electrical installation in energy-saving buildings"
can be found on the Internet or obtained directly from KAISER (see also back page).
Technical advice, tel.: +49 (0)2355.809.61

The guaranteed air-tight and easy-to-use ECON technology is a KAISER
standard for intelligent building installation. You can already find this technology in various KAISER cavity wall and flush-mounting boxes, one-gang junction boxes for composite thermal insulation systems and in the EnoX® installation housing for air-tight electrical installation in the insulation level.
KAISER technology. For your future.
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Air-tight flush-mounting box
with ECON technology.
UPPLUS
The air-tight one-gang box and one-gang junction box with ECON
technology are designed for electrical installations in external walls. The
enclosed design and ECON technology ensure that when sockets are fitted, there are no airflows between the hollow chambers in the masonry
and the interior of the home.
•
•
•
•

Air-tight design with sealing membrane
Prevents draughts from hollow chamber blocks
Variable and tool-free cable and conduit entry
Can be combined torsion-proof with snap-in connector
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Modern processing methods, for example very carefully manufactured
stone material (flat block method) is processed using the tongue and
groove method without plastered butt joints and using the thin-bed mortar cement screed method. This can result in leaks through vertical chambers when connected to the open air. In many cases, these walls are not
then plastered, but only filled. Above all, installation boxes which have not
been fully plastered-in can soon cause draughts.

Air-tight installation | UP one-gang box

Toolless cable and conduit entry using ECON technology makes installation work quicker and easier. When boxes are already plastered in position, later fitting of cables or conduits is very easy.

ECON® 10 | Art. No. 1055-21
ECON® 15 | Art. No. 1555-21

The elasticity of the sealing membrane ensures that during piercing,
the membrane wraps itself round the conduit or cable and prevents
draughts.

1

2

4
3

1 Snap-in connector | 2 ECON® entry | 3 One-gang box
4 One-gang junction box

The KAISER sealing set (see pages 32/33) is suitable for the later sealing
of existing flush-mounting one-gang boxes.
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Modern building installation.
Electronics box ECON®.
The electronics box ECON® offers plenty of space for accessory installation
and also an additional area for fitting, for example, small switch actuators.
• Elastic sealing membrane for guaranteed air tightness
• Variable and toolless entry of single cables, duplex cables and
DIN EN conduits
• Additional space for decentral installation
• Separator wall for standardised fitting of two kinds of voltages
• Observance of cable bending radii for network connection boxes –
optimal data transfer
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Electronics box ECON® | Art. No. 1068-21

3

2
1

1 ECON® entry | 2 Snap-in connector
3 Separator wall

Air-tight installation | Cavity wall box with ECON technology

Versatile installation compartment.
Two-gang junction box ECON®.
The two-gang junction box ECON® makes it even easier than before to
install special accessories. The large installation opening and the huge
compartment make possible, for example, the installation of block and
pre-wired accessories and provide space for fitting cables for multi-media
connections.
• Huge installation area
• Lots of space for cable reserves and connectors
• Easy connection of pre-wired accessories
and multimedia connection boxes

Two-gang junction box ECON® | Art. No. 1656-21

2

3
1
1 ECON® entry | 2 Snap-in connector
3 Large installation opening
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Air-tight cavity wall box
with ECON technology.
The cavity wall boxes with ECON technology were developed especially for air-tight electrical installation with EnEV, the German Energy-Saving Ordinance. They can also be used for particle-protected installation
under clean room and hygiene conditions in which the uncontrolled
exchange of air and bacteria must be prevented.
Comprehensive blower door tests carried out by an independent institute tested and confirmed the air tightness of cavity wall boxes with ECON
technology.
•
•
•
•

Elastic sealing membrane for guaranteed airtightness
Integrated strain relief acc. to DIN VDE 0606 / DIN EN 60670
Toolless cable and conduit entry
Air-tight combinations with support connectors
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Air-tight installation | Cavity wall box with ECON technology

ECON® 63 | Art. No. 9263-21
ECON® 64 | Art. No. 9264-21

In addition to the guaranteed air tightness of this system, the main
advantages which make ECON® so effective and secure for everyday
installation work include the toolless cable and conduit entry and the integrated cable retention. A support connector permits continuous, air-tight
combinations.

1

4
2

3

1 Quick installation technology FX4 | 2 ECON® entry | 3 One-gang box
4 One-gang junction box

The KAISER sealing set (see pages 32/33) is suitable for the later sealing
of existing flush-mounting one-gang boxes.
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Later sealing in masonry and cavity walls.
Sealing insert.
The sealing insert quickly converts the conventional one-gang boxes into
air-tight boxes. The inserts for flush-mounting or cavity wall boxes can very
easily be retrofitted at any time - and without removing the existing boxes.
Simply push the sealing insert into existing one-gang or one-gang junction
boxes. Push the individual cables from below through the base and push
the insert with the accessory back into the box.
•
•
•
•

For all one-gang and one-gang junction boxes
Easily retrofitted
No dismantling of the old boxes
Permanently elastic plastic

KAISER sealing foil creates an air-tight seal between the edge of the box
and the boarding. Now it is quick and easy to correct and make air-tight
any rough, broken-out wall openings or a cut-out which is too big.
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Sealing insert | Art. No. 1040-01

Energy efficiency | Air-tight electrical installation

For permanently air-tight sealing
of electrical installation conduits.
Sealing plugs.
For sealing all standard electrical installation conduits in one-gang boxes
or at cable exits. The long sealing plug with three sealing lips adapts itself
to the relevant installation conduit and guarantees an air-tight seal.
•
•
•
•

For empty conduit installation in an air-tight version
Elastic sealing membrane for guaranteed air tightness
Bridges in the membrane prevent gaps where the cables pass through
For all installation conduits M16 - M40, Pg 9 – Pg 36, 3/4" and 5/8"

More information on "Electrical installation in energy-saving buildings"
can be found on the Internet or obtained directly from KAISER (see also back page).
Technical advice, tel.: +49 (0)2355.809.61

Sealing
Sealing
Sealing
Sealing
Sealing

plug
plug
plug
plug
plug

M16
M20
M25
M32
M40

|
|
|
|
|

Art.
Art.
Art.
Art.
Art.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1040-16
1040-20
1040-25
1040-32
1040-40
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Air-tight installation in the insulation level.
EnoX® installation housing.
The installation housing is used in lightweight walls and ceilings which
are part of an airtight building shell in accordance with EnEV, the German
Energy-Saving Ordinance.
The housing is for the installation of luminaires, loudspeakers, displays and
electronic components, e.g. electronic transformers. Uncontrolled
exchange of air is prevented, and dust-protected installation is guaranteed.
•
•
•
•

No installation level is required
For walls and ceilings in new build and refurbishment
Thermally-protected installation space 300 x 200 x 55 mm
Air-tight ECON technology with cable retention acc. to DIN VDE 0606
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Toolless entry and ECON technology's integrated cable retention guarantee fast, secure installation.

Air-tight installation | EnoX® installation housing

EnoX® offers flexibility for air-tight installation in drywalls and ceilings,
and solves the problem of the legal minimum insulation thickness on the
one hand, and the desired installation of luminaires, loudspeakers or
accessories on the other. For the most part, the available space is filled with
insulating material and the vapour barrier on the room side. This leaves little space for the installation, so the installation level with the EnoX® housing must be integrated in the insulation level.

Installation is in or on the rafter, directly on OSB boards, and in walls or
ceilings. The housing is easily screwed on according to the cavity wall box
principle. The moisture barrier foil is made air-tight again with the KAISER
sealing foam frame. After the boarding has been fitted, you have an insulated and thermally protected installation area for luminaires, loudspeakers, displays and many more.

EnoX® installation housing | Art. No. 9350-21
EnoX® sealing foam frame | Art. No. 9350-99

1

2
3

1 Sealing foam frame | 2 ECON® entry | 3 EnoX® housing

More information on "Electrical installation in energy-saving buildings"
can be found on the Internet or obtained directly from KAISER (see also back page).
Technical advice, tel.: +49 (0)2355.809.61
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Air-tight installation compartment
for halogen luminaires.
ThermoX® installation housing.
This intelligent housing system provides protection against the latent
risk of fire which can occur as a result of the extremely hot halogen lamps
in suspended ceilings and roof areas. Above all, it protects the moisture
barrier foil which is an important part of the air-tight building shell.
•
•
•
•

Air-tight, fire-preventing
Ceiling exit up to Ø 86 mm
Installation from above or below
Retrofitting possible
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In addition to the air-tight installation compartment, the housing
provides preventative fire protection. The integrated transformer flap also
protects the transformer, which can be fitted outside the thermally-
protected installation compartment. Optional decorative coverings cover
the enclosure following later installation and also create an attractive
appearance.

Air-tight installation | ThermoX® installation housing

ThermoX® housing | Art. No. 9300-01/02/03/22
Decorative coverings | Art. No. 9301-...

1
2

The ThermoX®-Gehäuse was developed for the installation of halogen
luminaires in wooden panel and tiled ceilings as well as in seamless subceiling constructions made of plasterboard, mineral fibreboard, MdF and
plywood with cross-battening and a layer of insulation above. It can take
place in new build or for retrofitting during refurbishment, and for lowvoltage or high-voltage lamps. It is especially suitable for air-conditioned
rooms, and prevents the dust edges often found around the built-in luminaires.

More information on "Electrical installation in energy-saving buildings"
can be found on the Internet or obtained directly from KAISER (see also back page).
Technical advice, tel.: +49 (0)2355.809.61

3

4
5
6
1 Housing | 2 Quick installation technology FX4 | 3 Transformer flap
4 Front part with bayonet fitting | 5 Mineral fibre front part
6 Decorative covering Ø 125 mm
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Airtight feed-through through
the moisture barrier foil.
Air-tight sleeves.
The self-adhesive sleeves seal cable and conduit feed-throughs, easily
and cleanly, indoors. Different designs for cables and conduits in different
sizes provide the right solution for every application.
• Large contact area for cables and conduits
• Seal even when cables are extremely kinked
• Fast, air-tight feed-throughs
• Extremely high level of adhesion
• 10 types for different cable and conduit diameters
• Sticks to almost all surfaces
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Guaranteed clean and airtight feed-throughs are easy to achieve with
the self-adhesive air-tight sleeves. In contrast to the conventional, improvised method, the sleeves create faster, sturdier and above all air-tight transitions.

Air-tight installation | Air-tight sleeves

Conduit sleeves | Art. No. 9059-...
Cable sleeves | Art. No. 9059-...

KAISER air-tight sleeves are made of high-quality polyethylene, which is
age-resistant and can be used over a wide range of temperatures. Its
extremely high adhesive force ensures permanent tightness on all standard
surfaces. The cable or conduit is fed through the elastic sealing plug,
which adapts itself perfectly to the relevant diameter.

More information on "Electrical installation in energy-saving buildings"
can be found on the Internet or obtained directly from KAISER (see also back page).
Technical advice, tel.: +49 (0)2355.809.61
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For air-tight conduit and
cable feed-through.
Multiple air-tight sleeves ECON®.
Cable and conduit sleeve ECON® for the reliable sealing of one to six
cables up to Ø 11 mm or conduits up to Ø 25 mm through the air-tight
building shell in one place - ideal for digital satellite tv units.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Elastic sealing membrane for guaranteed air tightness
Low space requirement
Completely toolless installation
Anti-kink sleeve permanently seals even extremely kinked cables
Adhesive foil seals permanently and securely
Unused feed-throughs are reserved for later installations
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Air-tight installation | Multiple air-tight sleeves

Cable sleeves ECON® | Art. No. 9059-61
Conduit sleeves ECON® | Art. No. 9059-62

Because of the anti-kink sleeve, the multiple sleeves ensure permanent and
reliable sealing even when the cable or conduit feed-throughs in the installation level are extremely kinked.
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Air-tight cavity wall installation.
The KAISER installation system.
The comprehensive installation system with accessories and tools
allows you to create professional, air-tight installation in buildings according to EnEV (the German Energy-Saving Ordinance), and provides the perfect solution to every task.
In addition to the air-tight products with KAISER's ECON technology,
which can be opened without the use of tools, we offer you one more
system for air-tight installations.

Air-tight installation products without pre-embossing for conduits or
cables are easy to open with the universal opening cutter, and so precisely
that air flows and draughts are prevented. In addition, the exact fitting of
the conduits or cables ensures sufficient strain relief.
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Energy efficiency | Air-tight cavity wall installation

The KAISER system for air-tight building installation offers the best
possible product for almost every installation task. One-gang junction
boxes, electronics boxes, wall light connection boxes, luminaire installation housings - this is where you can find tried-and-tested solutions. The
KAISER universal opening cutter makes professional installation for airtight entries easy, and also the practical folding base for easy introduction
into the wall opening. Here, too, FX4 quick installation technology ensures
fast installation.

More information on "Electrical installation in energy-saving buildings"
can be found on the Internet or obtained directly from KAISER (see also back page).
Technical advice, tel.: +49 (0)2355.809.61
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For professional installation.
KAISER system tools.
The universal opening cutter for plastics is another practical KAISER
special tool for air-tight installation. You can use it to create - quickly and
precisely, and with reproducible accuracy - the correct opening for every
conduit and cable entry.
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PROFIX, the bit for electric drills for quick and precise cutting of installation openings at the standard distance. With its adjustable distances of
71 mm or 91 mm, PROFIX can be used in cut openings or in existing cavity wall boxes.

Air-tight installation | Accessories and tools

The exact wall opening is the first important processing detail for airtight cavity wall installation. The special cutters for external wall installation without heat bridges cut exact openings. And if necessary, even
around an existing cable.

The VARIOCUT universal hole cutter creates clean, circular cut-outs in
almost every cavity wall building material. The high-quality hardened metal
cutter inserts for a wide range of materials work reliably up to a depth of
45 mm and for diameters of 24 - 120 mm.

The KAISER universal cutter range of products has the right tool for
almost all standard installation diameters and materials.

More information on "Electrical installation in energy-saving buildings"
can be found on the Internet or obtained directly from KAISER (see also back page).
Technical advice, tel.: +49 (0)2355.809.61
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Energy-efficient electrical installation.
At a glance.
Installation in insulated external facades
Equipment carriers
Ø 20 mm

Mini equipment carrier

Telescope
equipment carrier

Universal
equipment carrier

Extension element

1159-50 | p. 12

1159-60 | p. 10

1159-24 | p. 08

1159-27 | p. 08

Mini equipment carrier

Telescope switch box

Combination
one-gang box

Universal equipment carrier
with combination insert

ISO box set

ISO extension ring

1155-51 | p. 16

1159-61 | p. 18

1159-62 | p. 18

1159-26 | p. 14

1155-03 | p. 20

1155-02 | p. 21

One-gang box
Ø 68 mm

Tools
Ø 20 mm

Ø 68 mm

Hardened metal cutter
Ø 20 mm

Hardened
metal cutter 180

Setting tool Styro55

Centering aid Ø 68 mm

1088-06 | p. 13

1088-07 | p. 16

1090-21 | p. 17

1090-68 | p. 16

The complete range of products, with all technical information, is shown in the KAISER catalogue and also on the internet at www.kaiser-elektro.de

Air-tight installation.
Sealing plugs

Ø 16 mm

Ø 20 mm

Ø 25 mm

Ø 32 mm

Ø 40 mm

M16

M20

M25

M32

M40

1040-16 | p. 33

1040-20 | p. 33

1040-25 | p. 33

1040-32 | p. 33

1040-40 | p. 33

EnoX installation housing

Air-tight sleeves
Ø 15 - 22 mm
Ø 25 - 32 mm
Ø 42 - 55 mm
Ø 50 - 75 mm
Ø 75 - 100 mm
Ø 100 - 110 mm

Ø up to 11 mm
Ø
Ø
2x Ø
2x Ø

Ø up to 25 mm

4 - 8 mm
8 - 11 mm
4 - 8 mm
8 - 11 mm

EnoX® luminaire and
loudspeaker housing

EnoX® sealing
foam frame

Air-tight sleeves
for conduits

Air-tight sleeves for cables

Multiple cable and
conduit sleeves ECON®

9350-21 | p. 34

9350-99 | p. 34

9059-... | p. 38

9059-... | p. 38

9059-61 / 9059-62 | p. 40

The complete range of products, with all technical information, is shown in the KAISER catalogue and also on the internet at www.kaiser-elektro.de
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More information on "Electrical installation in energy-saving buildings"
can be found on the Internet or obtained directly from KAISER (see also back page).
Technical advice, tel.: +49 (0)2355.809.61

Air-tight installation.
ThermoX® installation housing
Ø 120 mm

Ø 120 mm

ThermoX® housing for
LV and HV luminaires

ThermoX® universal housing
with mineral fibreboard

ThermoX®
decorative coverings

ThermoX® front rings
single

ThermoX®
universal front part

9300-01/02/03 | p. 36

9300-22 | p. 36

9301-... | p. 36

9300-41/42/43 | p. 36

9300-93 | p. 36

Cavity wall boxes
Ø 68 mm

Ø 68 mm

Ø 68 mm

Ø 68 mm

Ø 68 mm

Ø 74 mm

One-gang box
ECON® 63

One-gang junction box
ECON® 64

One-gang junction box

One-gang junction box
for solid wood ceilings

One-gang box
for thin boardings

One-gang CEE

9263-21 | p. 30

9264-21 | p. 30

9066-01 | p. 43

9066-12 | p. 43

9068-01 | p. 43

9075-12 | p. 43

Ø 2 x 68 mm

Ø 35 mm

Ø 120 mm

Support connector

Sealing foil

Electronics box

Wall light connection box

Junction box
Ø 120 mm

Sealing insert

9060-98 | p. 43

9060-41 | p. 32

9062-94 | p. 43

9248-01 | p. 43

9073-91 | p. 43

1040-01 | p. 43

All KAISER boxes and casings for cavity wall installation, and many accessories, are available as halogen-free articles.
For an individual note, these products are available in white.

Flush-mounting boxes
Ø 60 mm

Ø 60 mm

Ø 60 mm

Ø 92 mm

One-gang box
ECON® 10

One-gang junction
box ECON® 15

Distance support

Tunnel connector

Klemmfix®

Signal cover

Universal VDE cover

1055-21 | p. 27

1555-21 | p. 27

1159-34

1159-36

1159-02

1181-60

1184-90

Electronics box ECON®

Two-gang junction
box ECON®

1068-21 | p. 28

1656-21 | p. 29

Tools
Ø 68 mm

Ø 24 - 68 mm
Ø 65 - 120 mm

Ø 74 mm

Turbo cutter
MULTI 4000

Turbo cutter
MULTI 4000

Centering insert 68/74

VARIOCUT

Universal opening cutter

Dust extraction

1083-10 | p. 44

1084-10 | p. 44

1083-99 | p. 44

1089-00/10 | p. 44

1085-80 | p. 44

1088-16/21/41 | p. 44

Ø 68 mm
Ø 82 mm

Diamond grinding head
for dust extraction

Drilling template

1088-02/03

1190-65

The complete range of products, with all technical information, is shown in the KAISER catalogue and also on the internet at www.kaiser-elektro.de

This symbol indicates products which were designed especially for later
installation in external insulation.
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Systems and solutions
for professional electrical installation.
Since 1904, KAISER has been developing systems and products as a basis for good installation.
Planners and processors use the practical solutions internationally for their daily tasks in all sectors of installation work.

Product systems
Flush-mounting
installation
Products and systems for classic
flush-mounting installation

Cavity wall
installation
Products and systems for classic
cavity wall installation

Concrete building
installation
Products and systems for concrete
building installation for on-site mixed
concrete and prefabrication

Installation housings
Products and systems for luminaires,
loudspeakers and display installations

Earthing
Products and systems for additional
equipotential bonding and areas and
rooms which are at special risk

Cable glands
Plastic or metal products and systems
for everyday installations and technical specialities

System solutions
Electrical installation in radiation protection walls.

Sound insulation

Energy efficiency

Electrical installation in sound insulation walls

Electrical installation for
energy-saving buildings

Technical information and advice
You will find all further information on products, system solutions and communication media on our website:
www.kaiser-elektro.de

Refurbishing
For modernising and renovating
private and commercial buildings

For other questions or information, please contact our team of
technical consultants, who look forward to talking to you.
KAISER Tel.: ++49(0)2355.809.61
KAISER Email: technik@kaiser-elektro.de
Image sources: KAISER Archiv / headlineWerbeagentur.de Archiv / istockphoto.de / fotolia.de / ingrid-fiebak.de / panthermedia.net / digitalstock.de / fotosearch.de / shutterstock.com / VELUX Deutschland GmbH / keweloh
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Box, housing and sealing systems
for fire-protection walls and ceilings

Radiation protection
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